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DISCUSSION

The social history of modern Greece: a roundtable

Efi Avdela (University of Crete), Thomas Gallant (University of California, San Diego), Nikolaos Papadogiannis (Bangor University), Leda Papastefanaki (University of Ioannina) and Polymeris Voglis (University of Thessaly)

How is social history written and practiced in differing political and geographical contexts? As a journal, *Social History* has encouraged reflection on trajectories in different parts of the world though special issues on, most recently, Spain, the Caribbean, Hungary, and the Czech and Slovak Republics.¹ This round-table discussion builds on this series of conversations by examining the social history and historiography of modern Greece – as written both within and outside of the country – and its contribution to wider European and global histories. Five social historians, at different career stages with contrasting biographies, participated in the round-table through an exchange of views during the spring of 2017. The aims were to reflect on academic influences and trajectories; to identify future directions for the social history of modern Greece, including ways to better link it with the study of wider regions; and to analyse the very real effects of political change and financial crisis for the types of history that are produced and the choices that social historians of Greece make.

Influences

*Where did you study and how has this affected your approach to historical research on Greece? Do you regard your itinerary as exceptional in relation to that of other historians working on Greece from the perspective of social history? What influences have shaped your work? How has the financial crisis affected those who work on social history in Greece?*

**Efi Avdela:** I studied in France. My first studies in the 1970s were on plastic arts and art history at Pantheon-Sorbonne. Then, I went, back in the 1980s, to do gender social history at what was then Paris 7-Jussieu University (now Paris Diderot University). My PhD was on the process of feminisation of the Greek civil service during the first half of the twentieth
century, focussing on the changing place of women and their relations with men during a period of political, military and social upheaval. Influenced by feminist theory, I asked how women’s subordinated place in the labour market was related to their subjugation in the family. At the time, most Greek historians of economic and social history barely considered topics such as this as ‘serious’. Since then, of course, gender history has flourished in Greece, a large part of which is social history. Becoming a historian at a mature age and doing gender history marked my itinerary as somewhat exceptional. I was lucky enough to find a university position right after I obtained my PhD in 1989, although I remained for many years in departments of education before I joined the Department of History and Archaeology at the University of Crete in 2002. Intellectually, I followed closely developments in gender history and in social and cultural history abroad and they have greatly affected my research. Since the 2000s I have turned to the post-war period, exploring a variety of new topics, which have been influenced by social theory and by social and cultural anthropology especially: these include crimes of honour, violence and emotions, delinquent youth, the scientification of the social and public sociality.²

Tom Gallant: I can safely say that my intellectual formation differs radically from everyone else on this panel. Not only I am the only non-Greek, but I suspect that I am the only non-historian. All of my degrees, including my PhD from the University of Cambridge, are in archaeology. But the move to social history, and especially modern social history, was not as dramatic a departure as it might sound. My dissertation was a study of rural settlement and society in areas on two Greek islands from antiquity to the present using the methodologies of survey archaeology, environmental reconstruction, and textual analysis, with the emphasis being on ancient times. In my first two books, one on an ancient fishing and the other on risk and the rural economy in ancient Greece, I explored what role maritime resources played in the diet and how Greek farmers coped with the high levels of subsistence risk inherent in Greece’s environment.³ For all three of those works, I examined primary and secondary social history sources from the modern period as analogues for studying the more distant past. But the deeper I dug into the modern social historical literature, the more I discovered how relatively underdeveloped it was. So, I shifted my intellectual focus completely to the study of the social history of the Greek world over the last 300 years. This change occurred during the 1970s and 1980s, when ‘new social history’ was still in vogue, and I had the good fortune to be a junior professor at the University of Florida, one of the leading bastions of ‘new social history’ in North America. So, I got to learn from some of the leading social historians in the
world, such as Darrett Rutman and Robert F. Berkhofer Jr.⁴

Nikos Papadogiannis: I do not regard my case as representative of what most historians have done or what they should do, but, rather, one out of the many paths they have followed. In particular, I have found myself influenced by and in close contact with historians dealing with youth identities in conjunction with gender and through the medium of oral history, such as Efi Avdela and Kostis Kornetis.⁵ Still, I would refrain from defining myself as part of a specific generation, as I do not necessarily share the same formative experiences with those historians whose work has been meaningful to me. Overall, having studied history in Thessaloniki, London and Cambridge (for my PhD that I obtained in 2010, with an external advisor from the University of Crete) and having worked in Berlin, St Andrews and Bangor, I also regard my work as a bricolage containing elements to which I have been exposed in these places, especially the social/cultural history of youth lifestyles (Crete and London), the cultural history of politics (Berlin and Bangor) and transnational history (St Andrews, and the transnational Graduate Interdisciplinary Network for European Studies in which it participates).⁶ I have also benefitted a lot from activities organised by the Contemporary Social History Archives in Athens (Arheia Synchronis Koinonikis Istorias or ASKI), the Society for the Study of the History of Left-wing Youth, EMIAN (Etaireia Meletis tis Istorias tis Aristeris Neolaias or EMIAN), and the journal Historein.⁷

Leda Papastefanaki: I studied history at the University of Crete, from which I also obtained my Master’s and PhD degree in 2002. The scientific environment in the 1980s and 1990s at the University of Crete under the influence of French historiography, including the Annales school, favoured the study of economic and social history, the comparative perspective and the incorporation of European and Ottoman history in an attempt to challenge the nationalistic historiography. Since 2003, I have been teaching modern Greek economic and social history in the Department of History and Archaeology at the University of Ioannina. I do not consider my personal itinerary as exceptional in relation to that of other historians working on Greece in social history, although I could refer to my personal interest in economic history and political economy, which is a different perspective from that of other social historians who focus more on societal or cultural aspects. Intellectually, I am interested in combining the gender approach with economic and social history in my research on industrialisation and labour in modern Greece.⁸
Polymeris Voglis: I studied at the University of Athens in the 1980s, at a time when history courses were mainly about political and diplomatic history and social history was still unknown. The conservatism of the university back then pushed me to search for stimuli and cover my intellectual interests outside the academia. In the 1990s the intellectual environment at the University of Athens began to change and I enrolled in the MA programme. It was then that I met and joined a group of young historians who were interested in historiography and the theory of history; some years later, that group would launch the journal *Historein*. After finishing my thesis on German historiography, I began my PhD studies at the European University Institute (in Florence). My doctoral dissertation concerned the experience of political prisoners in the Greek Civil War and I was particularly interested in the question of subjectivity. Based on archival research and memoirs I studied the process of the formation of political prisoners’ collective identity and the relation between the individual and the collective. At the time, academic interest in the 1940s had not reached its climax and the fact that I was at an international academic institution helped me to put my research topic in a broader perspective. After obtaining the PhD in 1999, I continued my research in the United States and returned to Greece in 2002. Since then, I teach post-Second World War history and social history in the Department of History, Archaeology and Social Anthropology at the University of Thessaly. My research interests have remained in the 1940s, but my approach has changed since, in my recent work, I have been more interested in questions of territoriality and social engineering.9

My itinerary is typical of many historians, who finished their first degree in Greece and continued their PhD studies in other European countries, mostly in France, the UK, Germany and Italy. The change, however, that has happened in the last 15 years is that there is a growing number of historians who receive their PhDs from Greek universities. This change has not brought a ‘narrowing’ of their intellectual interests; on the contrary, there is a strong presence of Greek (social) historians in European associations, conferences, and research programmes. One of the positive characteristics of the Greek historical community is that it has been ‘open’ (at least since the 1980s) to influences and trends from other European countries and the United States.

History in Greece is apparently blooming, despite the financial crisis. Lots of history books are published every year, several conferences and workshops are being organised, promising historians finish pathbreaking PhDs, while questions about the past remain high on the agenda of public discussion. The crisis, however, is here and has hit the universities through a severe cut in their budgets and the cessation of new openings for academic/research
posts, and has affected young researchers, especially in the humanities, most of whom are unemployed or very poorly paid for doing all kinds of jobs. Moreover, the long-term consequences of the crisis are already visible. Fewer students are interested in doing a PhD in history and there is a ‘brain drain’ since many promising Greek historians seek to pursue an academic career abroad. One may argue that the crisis in the humanities is not a Greek peculiarity but a general situation in the European and US universities (cuts in the budgets, closing of departments, not tenured positions, etc). This does not make me feel better; on the contrary, it shows how grave is the threat for the future of the humanities and the university in general.

**Leda Papastefanaki:** The current crisis has affected historians’ work in multiple ways. For example, because of the cuts in funding for Greek academic libraries, it is more difficult for researchers to follow the recent trends in historiography, to travel abroad for doing research or present papers in conferences. Historians, and researchers in humanities in general, experience permanent financial insecurity, while many of them, especially the younger, have to resort to flexible and part-time academic (or, worse, non-academic) work.

**Efi Avdela:** The recent economic crisis is a disastrous factor for the Greek historical community in general. With the universities closed to new academic appointments for more than seven years now, fewer students venture into a doctoral thesis in history, even less in social history. Many young brilliant social historians who have opted to stay in the country are obliged to make a living by a variety of means, not necessarily academic. At the same time, those already abroad – such as Nikos Papadogiannis – if they are lucky enough to find a position, are often the best mediators between local historiographical developments and international historiography, and they promote more systematically transnational, entangled and comparative approaches. Young historians are also more ready to unite their forces and organise collectively, as the initiatives of the Social History Forum, which was set up in 2010 and which has contributed lately in driving forward social history, testify.  

**Social history and Greek historiography**
How distinct has the social history of Greece been as a field, both within and outside of Greek academia? How have historians dealing with Greece understood and practised social history and in what (shifting) ways have they approached ‘the social’?

Polymeris Voglis: For many decades, Greek historiography was dominated by the traditional historicist paradigm and by nationalist ideology. In the 1970s questions of social and, mainly, economic history began to attract the interest of scholars. Yet most of them were not historians but rather sociologists, economists, and political scientists who had studied mainly in France, but also in Great Britain and the United States. Moreover, one has to take into account that in the years after the Second World War, historiography was deeply influenced by political developments, that is the Greek civil war (1946-1949) and the military dictatorship (1967-1974). These political developments created a very conservative environment outside and inside academia that impeded the development of social history in Greece. In short, only after the fall of the dictatorship and the establishment of democracy in 1974 was academic freedom guaranteed and humanities and social sciences able to flourish.

Social history, as a distinct field, emerged in Greek historiography during the 1990s. Yet, in general, historical writing in Greece remained to a large extent closely related to the study of the ‘political’, in the narrow sense of politics. Since 2000, there has been an explosion of academic and public interest in the 1940s, namely the years of the Nazi occupation and the civil war. However, despite the fact that the 1940s is perhaps the most well-studied period of Greek history, very few scholars have sought to analyse the ‘social’ in an innovative way, paying instead closer attention to the transformation and articulation of relations, practices, discourses and imaginaries at times of war. Most historians have approached the ‘social’ as a product of political decisions and conflicts, and sometimes the debate has ended up in defending or condemning the political actors of the past.

Nevertheless, social history has innovated historical research in Greece in many ways. To begin with, new methods, like oral interviews, were adopted that provided new insights into individual experience and collective memory. Second, the cross-fertilisation between social and cultural history has enabled historians to address the ‘social’ from various and different perspectives. To put it differently, most Greek historians today have to take into account in their work the categories of social history. Finally, more historians are willing to problematise the categories they use (‘women’, ‘students’, ‘guerrillas’ etc.) and not treat them as something given.
Tom Gallant: As a distinct field of academic inquiry, the social history of Greece emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and this was the case both inside and outside of Greece. There had been before, of course, work that focused on what could be considered social history, especially if we add economic history into the mix—something that was quite frequently done at the time. Some of that scholarship appeared in Greece, but much of it was produced by historians outside of the country. There were, for example, some foundational works that were written by historians, political scientists, and political philosophers based professionally at French universities and working within a broadly Marxist structuralist paradigm. In Greece, we can see hints of the shift to this style of social history in the activities of the Society for the Study of Modern Hellenism (SSMH) and in the pages of the journal Mnimon, which the society has published since 1971. Founded as the Greek Paleography Society, its membership soon expanded to include scholars whose interests transcended just the study of paleography and were more in contemporary historiography, including ‘new social history’. Reflecting this shift in emphasis and responding to their desire to play a greater role in the public sphere, the members changed the name of the organisation to the Society for the Study of Modern Hellenism in 1975. The next significant development in Greece was the appearance of the journal Ta Istorika in 1983, which provided a venue for the publication of works in social history. Established by a younger generation of historians, many of whom had been trained by the founders of the SSMH, it was intended to be a forum for the dissemination of newer historical research reflective of the contemporary historiographical trends. It was also expected to be independent of ties to any specific organisation. Among Greek historians based in the US and the UK, older, more traditional modes of historical scholarship prevailed with their long-standing focus on narrative political history. The few who did work in social history by-and-large came from a background in anthropology.

By the 1990s, the historiographical landscape shifted and social history took off, particularly under the influence of the new cultural history that had emerged primarily in the USA. Symptomatic of the sea-change was the establishment in Greece of the Cultural and Intellectual History Society, and the publication of its journal Historein (since 1999). According to its mission statement, Historein provided a forum for the publication of scholarly articles that contributed to the study of the historical formation of social collectivities and representations of class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race, and nation; to the operation of social institutions, such as the university, the trade union, the prison, psychiatric
centres; and to the ideological discourses that support, produce, or negate these operations (disciplinary ones as well as popular discourses of the self, the body, and the social/public sphere). Emphasis was to be put on the national, international, and global structures and dynamics that code, ‘write’, and determine these phenomena and processes in the modern era.\textsuperscript{16} That social history had arrived as a distinct field was clear from the fact that it elicited powerful, mostly negative, responses from the larger community of historians; as it had done earlier elsewhere, the ascendancy of social and cultural history triggered a history war.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Efi Avdela}: Greece being a small country, its historical community (although one of the largest and most dynamic of academic communities in the country) is still limited and specialisations are fragmentary and ‘patchy’. There is no tradition in Greece of social history in the British-US American sense. Political circumstances as well as the established nationalist and ethnocentric historiography for a long time impeded any reference to the social – in history and the social sciences – as a suspect of affinities with the Left and Marxism. In the 1980s Marxist historical sociology and historical anthropology were the first to examine the social relations of the past. In history, references to the social gradually started to appear at around the same time, but as the subordinated component of ‘economic and social history’, the new paradigm that set out to modernise Greek historiography first from outside and later from inside academic institutions. Using a materialist, structural approach, this new history focused on the processes which fashioned the socio-economic profile of modern Greece and more particularly on the factors that have determined the ‘incomplete’ development of its socio-economic formation and put their mark on social relations as well as on politics. Social history started to emerge as a distinct field in the late 1990s, in other words long after it had come under attack elsewhere in the context of the linguistic and cultural turn. Research in three interconnected historical fields contributed to this development and bore the marks of its timing: a. gender history, b. the history of work and c. the history of the 1940s.

a. Searching into the past for the presence of women as historical subjects, women’s and gender history was from the start interested in the dynamics of social transformation, in the ways in which gender differences were inscribed in the specific interplay of class, nationalism and gender in Greek society and politics, in how dominant definitions of gender were challenged, appropriated or negotiated. The studies published since the late 1980s centred on social relations, social subjects and agency, but also on changing gendered cultural practices and meanings. Since then the field has come a long way and today many more
social historians incorporate the concept of gender in a variety of topics and historical periods.

b. The existence or the absence of a Greek working class became a contested issue among Greek labour historians in the 1990s. Especially at stake were interpretations of the extent of class relations in Greek society, but also methodologies, on the one hand structural and on the other emphasising agency. Work has been an important theme of gender history where cultural practices and meanings were also studied. Insulated from each other for a long time, communication between labour and gender historians is nowadays flourishing.

c. By the 2000s, the social history of the War, the Occupation and the Civil War came dynamically to the forefront of academic and public interest and continues to be the most attractive historical theme for young scholars. Initially, historians and anthropologists approached this period asking how different categories of people experienced it. Extensive use of oral history produced histories ‘from below’. However, after a first wave of innovative research, the 1940s became the battlefield of diverging interpretations with strong political references that fed into public debates. This had negative consequences on the methodological vitality of the field where nowadays descriptive and positivistic approaches predominate.

The fierce debates on historical methodology that in the early 2000s split the Greek historical community – again some twenty years later than Anglo-American historiography – did not contribute, in my view, to theorising about the social – or the cultural for that matter. This was due to the lack at the time of controversial empirical studies which made these debates abstract. Important social history research is still produced, although for most historians ‘society’ continues to be viewed as a given entity. The most innovative studies are inspired by conceptualisations that go beyond dualities, draw from the social sciences and are placed at the interface of the social, the cultural and the political.

**Leda Papastefanaki:** I would add the following to Efi’s points about gender and labour history. A gender perspective has been adopted in studies which, by combining social with economic history and making use of archives from industrial enterprises, have examined crucial aspects of the process of industrialisation, such as the composition of the workforce, the organisation and division of labour, wages, occupational hierarchy, and the practices of management of the workforce. Indeed, the economic, social, and cultural history of industry and business has been enhanced during the past decade by the adoption of women’s and gender perspectives within a more ‘social’ approach.
Nikos Papadogiannis: I find it more difficult to pinpoint beginnings than other participants. There are no specific events or texts that historians largely recognise as having marked the birth date of the social history of Greece. Writing about the ‘social’ in Greece gained momentum after the collapse of the dictatorship in 1974, as Efi and Polymeris explain. Yannis Yannitsiotis has described this development as producing a ‘historiographical discourse’. Nevertheless, I feel that this label is somewhat narrow, since what appeared were interdisciplinary syntheses that drew on sociology, political science and history. Such syntheses took a holistic approach, aiming to analyse social, political and economic developments across Greece and in the Greek diaspora over long periods of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They claimed that Greece deviated from the path to ‘modernity’ followed elsewhere in the ‘West’: they asserted that no significant industrialisation occurred in Greece in comparison to other European countries, which resulted in no clear demarcation of social class boundaries, at least in the nineteenth century. Whilst they accepted that social inequalities existed, especially in urban centres, these syntheses maintained that there was no remarkable social inequality in the majority of rural areas; that the educational system did not totally exclude young people from the lower class; and that mass mobilisation largely did not occur along class lines. The late 1970s also saw the development of what was primarily economic and secondarily social history; and in exploring how industrialisation unfolded in Greece, references were made, albeit briefly, to the formation of class boundaries in industrial workplaces. A further tendency that appeared at that point was to address the making of brigands as a social group in Greece in the nineteenth century, subordinating, however, their analysis to that of Greek politics.

In the 1980s historical research on the formation of social divisions in Greece gained momentum. These historians initially focused on gender, social class and often – but not always – their conjunction. The work of Efi Avdela on female civil servants and of Antonis Liakos on the working class are emblematic in this respect. Such work initially appeared in the mid-1980s in journals, such as Mnimon and Istorika, and then as monographs in the 1990s. Meanwhile, the 1980s also witnessed the emergence of research institutions, such as the Historical Archive of Greek Youth (Istoriko Archeio Ellinikis Neolaias, IAEN), dedicated to the historical study of the social divisions (based on age) of childhood and youth in Greek society.
Efi Avdela: Other research institutions, which were active from the mid-1970s to the late-1980s and were pioneering in the study of social divisions in Greece were the historical archives of various banks. These included the National Bank of Greece, the Commercial Bank of Greece and the Agricultural Bank of Greece.

Nikos Papadogiannis: Of course, thanks for pointing this out, Efi. Moving forward in time, we find that since the 1990s historians of Greece have formulated varying understandings of the ‘social’ in tackling the relationship between culture and material conditions. This can be characterised in four ways. The first has involved the study of associations that were conducive to the formation of middle-class identities in Greece and the Greek diaspora in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Such works initially focused on formal associations in fields such as leisure and charity, treating them as crucial to the formation of middle-class identities, which were not, in their view, a mere epiphenomenon of relations of production. A more recent approach to associations draws on the concept of sociality, underlining the malleability and diversity of social bonds in the study of both formal and informal ties. A second focus has been on the emotions attached to social ties, producing analyses of the ways in which they underpin notions of gender, class and age and relevant power asymmetries. For example, Pothiti Hantzaroula has examined the emotions through which female domestic workers in early-to-mid twentieth-century Greece experienced their subjugation, which was itself shaped by class and gender.

A third aspect of the study of the ‘social’ is linked with the consideration of memory. Social historians have explored various ways in which social divisions are experienced and remembered, often using oral testimonies and demonstrating how experiences are constantly re-signified in collective and individual memory, influenced by the work of scholars such as Luisa Passerini, Alessandro Portelli and Paul Thompson. For instance, in his study of student resistance against the dictatorship in Greece (1967-1974), Kornetis has discerned the emergence of two distinct generations of students who struggled against the militaristic regime, exploring their social ties and cultural practices and demonstrating how events following the dictatorship’s collapse in 1974 (such as the arrest of terrorists in the early 2000s) have affected how individual members of these generational groups remember their activities as students. There is a fourth category of works – for example the work of Nikos Potamionos on artisans and shopkeepers in Athens – which clearly places a premium on material conditions. In aiming to explain social class formation in Greek urban centres, such works do not ignore culture, but stress the relations of production as the decisive
parameter. Similarly, studies addressing associations, emotions and memory do not necessarily fail to consider material conditions. Rather, they demonstrate how emergency conditions, war or financial crises are interlinked with social bonds and cultural practices.

**Leda Papastefanaki:** I agree with Nikos that, in dealing with the relationship between material conditions and culture, social historians have articulated diverse notions of the ‘social’ through the study of associations, emotions or even the interconnection of culture with the relations of production, which is exemplified in the work of Potamianos. An excellent example of diverse articulations of the ‘social’ is the research on engineers as a new elite professional group; derived mainly from the field of science and technology studies, it has also fertilised social history by adding new material and perspectives. New research has demonstrated that those engineers who studied in Europe and Greece in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were not simply bearers of scientific knowledge, but historical agents who, through their multiple scientific activities, contributed to the process of technological appropriation and industrial modernisation in the context in which they were active. New research has also shown the interaction between scientific and technical professional activities and the participation of engineers in political and social affairs. It is noteworthy that many economic historians have also turned to much more ‘social’ approaches, studying social groups like industrialists, merchants or ship-owners.

**New directions**

What periods and topics have dominated to date within the social history of Greece? Which new directions would you encourage social historians of Greece to pursue in the future?

**Leda Papastefanaki:** Social historians are mainly doing research on the twentieth century, particularly from the 1920s onwards. The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well as the early modern period, are not well-researched. Regarding topics, urban history, dealing with different aspects of the social, including poverty, public health and benevolence, developed significantly in the 1990s and 2000s. Other well-covered topics include state institutions and social policy, women’s education, Asia Minor Greek refugees after 1922, aspects of Jewish history (especially in the case of Thessaloniki), and the experience of the Second World War. In terms of women’s and gender history, women’s labour is a thematic
field that has developed significantly since the 1980s. There are many lacunae: the life and experience of people in the countryside, family history, migration, labour and leisure in urban and agrarian contexts, minorities’ social history, sexuality, and the history of health and disease. I would encourage young researchers to turn their focus on these topics and to use more systematically comparative, entangled or transnational approaches.

Tom Gallant: There are four thematic areas where we can speak of there being a body of Greek social historical scholarship: labour and class; gender; memory and identity; historical cultures. This is not to say that there are not many other social historical topics that have been examined for Greece; there are. The difference is that to have a body of scholarship means that there are numerous works on a topic and, more importantly, that these works are in dialogue and debate with one another. In terms of time period, that depends on the subject. Certainly, the 1940s has garnered much attention. Certain phases of the nineteenth century have likewise been the subject of social and economic history, albeit all too often from a top-down rather than bottom-up perspective. More recently, the era of the 1960s and 1970s has become a site for social historical research.

For me, the lacunae are the most glaring. As others have mentioned already, Greek social history really only emerged in the 1990s, after the cultural turn. The intellectual movement known as the ‘new social history’ that had burst on the scene in the 1960s and then developed through the 1970s and into the 1980s, has had little impact in Greece.36 ‘New social history’ revolutionised western historiography and opened up entirely new vistas for historical research. For instance, family history, urban history, rural history, microhistory, the histories of everyday life, of emotions, of childhood, of poverty, of crime and violence, of material culture, of collective action, of sex and sexuality became subjects of enquiry, many for the first time. While we have a few studies on some of these topics, we do not have extensive bodies of scholarship on any of them and many more have scarcely been covered at all, such as prostitution, domestic violence, domestic social space and material culture, and urban ‘underworld culture’. This means that important gaps remain.

If, however, we move beyond the strict domain of social historical topics and look at how social historical approaches more broadly have revised the ways in which scholars examine the two most important events in the country’s history – the Greek War of Independence (Greek Revolution) of 1821-32 and the Greek Civil War (1946-49) – then we can draw a more up-beat conclusion. I shall focus my comments here on the Greek Revolution, which traditionally has been treated as a national event with the main focus being
on its political and military dimensions. This has changed. Under the influence of recent historiographical trends, especially transnationalism, the insurrection is being examined in a broader European and even global context.\textsuperscript{37} Topics relating to gender, violence, popular culture, and law, have now also been explored in the context of the Revolution.\textsuperscript{38} So, while there are still some specific gaps in the social history of Greece, approaches drawn from social and cultural history have deeply influenced Greek historiography more broadly in ways that have led to significant revisions in our understanding of the past.

Efi Avdela: The time gap between international and Greek social history did not allow the latter to develop as it could have, and many topics remain either unexplored or with only one or two studies, irrespective of the period in question. However, I believe that we cannot reproduce the ‘lost moment’ of social history, even if this means that gaps in our knowledge of Greek society remain, making more difficult to place it in larger contexts. As I suggested before, this ‘thin’ historiography does not concern only social history but also other historical fields, not least political or institutional history. Be that as it may, I agree with Tom that top-down approaches and – I would add – a rather descriptive and restrained notion of both the social and the political predominated until recently. Today historians interested in social history have turned from Marxist or structuralist sociology to other kinds of social theory with extremely fruitful results. Recent studies have brought individuals, agency and subjectivities more to the fore, approaches much needed in Greek social history.

In my view, social historians of Greece should develop even further the bottom-up approaches of classical social history enriched with the best legacies of the cultural turn. Indeed, many do, following international developments. However, significant lacunae in national history remain. We still know very little about the life of the majority of the Greek population for the whole period since the foundation of the Greek State, especially the peasantry but also the urban poor. It is noteworthy for example, that even with the coming bicentenary anniversary of the Greek War of Independence (1821), our knowledge of this period from the point of view of social history is still rather limited. Microhistorical approaches for periods other than the 1940s are sparse. I would welcome studies on topics such as those that Tom and Leda mention, and many others. I am aware, however, that these are at odds with current international historiographical trends that favor macroscopic, top down and time and space sweeping approaches.
Nikos Papadogiannis: I agree with a point that Tom has recently made that ‘there are many advantages [for social historians] to adopting a microhistorical approach’. I would like to add that this might also further sharpen analytically the shift of some social historians of Greece to transnational perspectives as well as to the notion of sociality. Such transnational microhistories could examine the concrete (un-)making of sociality in specific contexts, considering the agency of those involved and the particular transnational flows that affected them. It could, ideally, illuminate multidirectional flows between Greece and other countries, contributing to the social history of areas wider than the former. Such work could certainly benefit from and enrich the effort to combine global/transnational history with microhistory, which has very recently appeared in the UK and the USA. Simultaneously, this approach would be extremely timely in terms of impact beyond academia. It could complement already existing publications which show that state borders and national identities have been recent constructions rather than the perennial fixtures that are portrayed in nationalist discourses that have been proliferating within politics and the media in the West.

Transnational dimensions

To what extent, then, have social historians dealing with Greece situated their work within wider regional and international contexts? To what extent have they probed social relations through transnational flows of people, ideas and cultural forms? How has the transnational approach affected the ways in which historians conceptualise the ‘social’ and the study of Greece?

Tom Gallant: In an article that I published twenty years ago, after a review of some of the best of the new scholarship that was appearing in Greek social history, I concluded: ‘what all of these works have in common is that they address themes and issues of interest to social historians generally. All, either explicitly or implicitly, adopt a comparative approach, thereby placing the Greek case in a broader context. I strongly believe that this is the way forward’. But, I noted, ‘threatening to strangle the baby of progress in its crib, however, are the calls that are beginning to be heard about “Greek exceptionalism”’. Social and cultural history by its very nature lends itself to a comparative, cross-cultural approach; unlike, for example, political history which can be written within a single national or country frame. The point I was trying to make at the time was that the emergence of social history provided an
opportunity for Greek history to be mainstreamed into the wider discipline in a way that it had never been before, and that appeals to exceptionalism threatened to perpetuate the parochialisation that the field had suffered for a long time. What I want to emphasise here is that this trend toward writing Greek history into broader historiographies persisted, despite the, at times, stiff opposition that it encountered.

Recently, however, that has begun to change. Along with the discipline more generally, we are moving from an analytical mode whereby we compare and contrast our Greek case studies within regional or international contexts to an approach that focuses on interconnections across space and between societies and cultures. Broadly speaking, that approach has been labelled as transnationalism. This shift in the way we contextualise our studies is to be welcomed because it offers us new insights and interpretations of the past. One might cite two examples that exemplify the promise of this trend. The excellent collection of essays published by Isabella and Zanou shows how adopting a transnational and microhistorical approach can bring to light an entirely new way of understanding how new ideas, and the men and women who propounded them, spread across the Mediterranean during the Age of Revolution. My second example is the multi-volume Edinburgh History of the Greeks that I have the privilege of editing. The series starts from the premise that the history of Greek society cannot be told during any period solely within the spatial boundaries of what is now Greece. In my volume on the long nineteenth century, for example, I trace the social history of the greater Greek world that encompassed southern Russia, the Ottoman Empire, and the new kingdom of Greece and I show that, because of the flows of people, ideas and cultural forms, its history has to be told as a unitary, integrated narrative.

Polymeris Voglis: For a very long time historians approached Greek history as ‘exceptional’ according to the Western European paradigm. Greece was ‘less’ or ‘late’ (modernised, industrialised, urbanised, developed etc.) in comparison with France, Great Britain or Germany and many of the characteristics of Greek society were attributed to this ‘backwardness’. This approach had an impact on social history as well and for that reason one of the main questions back in the 1980s was whether there was a working class in Greece in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.

The ‘backwardness’ approach waned under the impact of two developments. The first was the growing historical research on the Ottoman empire and the Balkan peninsula. The departure from the territory of nation-state proved to be very fruitful in order to understand, on the one hand, social relations and changes in a much broader and different framework,
and, on the other, the ways in which nationalism reconfigured practices and ideas. The
Ottoman empire is no longer perceived as a polity based on repression and discrimination
against the Christians but also as a site of multiple exchanges and interactions among
different regions and social groups. The second was the study of the diversity and mobility of
Greek social groups. Historians shed light on the fact that the making of modern Greece
was, in fact, a long process of ethnic homogenisation that entailed the inclusion and exclusion
of populations. The exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey after 1922, the
extermination of the Greek Jews by the Nazis and the expulsion of the Slav Macedonians in
the late 1940s revealed a much more complex history, which was unexplored (especially the
question of minorities) by historians until the 1990s. The same goes for the two huge waves
of migration, at the turn of the twentieth century and in the decades immediately after the
Second World War, and the study of diaspora that also became topics of historical research
after the 1990s.

Thus, nowadays social historians are well aware of the fact that the dividing line
between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the nation-state is constructed and porous. This is more than
obvious when historians study global events, like the two world wars. But it is also pertinent
in the analysis of the ‘social’ in Greece. Social historians have criticised older approaches
that viewed Greek society as either ‘torn’ between the modern West and the backward,
traditional East or as ‘receiver’ of Western ideas, habits, etc., and sought to examine the
Greek case in a broader European, Balkan or Mediterranean context.

Efi Avdela: In my view, this question has two aspects. One concerns the historical work
produced: the nature of the questions asked and the references used; the other is about the
extent to which this work becomes known to the international community of social historians.
In respect to the first aspect, many of the initial followers of economic and social history
having studied abroad, their studies bore the mark of the historiographical influences they
brought with them – for a long time French more than anything else – adapted to local
concerns. In their attempts to explain what was perceived as the country’s ‘incomplete’ social
transformation lurked an implicit comparison with an often essentialised ‘West’. The
subsequent generations of historians studying social relations in one way or other, while
focussing on the case of Greece, followed international historiography in their field and went
beyond Greek exceptionalism. Most social historians today situate Greece within the
Balkans, the Mediterranean or the Ottoman past or place it in terms of the European context.
However, systematic comparative, transnational or entangled histories remain rather rare, although a growing trend in studies on Greece published abroad by younger historians.

Things have changed more significantly in respect to the second aspect. Language has been an important barrier for a long time. You may well know your literature and use it in your historical work in order to place your Greek case study into a wider historiographical context; if it is written in Greek nobody is the wiser and you can hardly have any effect in the relevant debates. This is one of the reasons why studies in non-Greek history are not sufficiently developed in Greek universities. However, younger historians have been especially open to interactions with the international historical community and they publish abroad much more often than their predecessors. The need to publish in peer-reviewed international journals, to attend international conferences and to participate in scholarly international networks has obliged most professional historians to follow and incorporate broader – although especially English-speaking – historiographical developments in their specific fields, which is made more possible by the growth of air travel, electronic communications etc. since the mid-1990s. Research on transnational flows of people, ideas and cultural forms, which while still scarce, has indeed developed in recent years, should be seen as an aspect of these processes.

**Leda Papastefanaki**: Since the 1980s more and more historians in Greece have been trying to avoid ethnocentric perspectives and to put their research into wider contexts (Ottoman, Balkan, Mediterranean, or European). Although transnational or comparative history is far from being a rule in Greek historiography, there is a growing trend among Greek historians in following transnational or comparative approaches, and this is evident mainly among historians of the younger generation publishing or studying abroad. Research on topics like tourism, youth, material culture and consumption, Jewish or Greek-Christian diaspora, professional and educational networks, labour, and appropriation of technology could contribute to a transnational, entangled, global history or to an *histoire croisée* ‘made in Greece’; that means a comparative/entangled social history approach with a constant emphasis on methodological issues.

Flourishing research in Greece and abroad on the multiple historical contexts in which diverse Jewish communities in the Mediterranean developed, should fertilise an entangled history, while a micro-level analysis of Jewish survival in Thessaloniki reflects the dynamism of Shoah studies in Greece. An example of a complex methodological approach, which could contribute to an *histoire croisée*, is the recently published edited volume on Jewish
communities between the ‘East’ and ‘West’, in the fifteenth to twentieth centuries, which has involved the participation of historians and social scientists from Greece, Israel, Canada and US. This collection, combining the micro-level with the medium and macro level of analysis, explores diverse aspects of the economic, social and cultural history of Jewish communities in Greece, the Mediterranean and the Balkans. The geographical area of the volume title (‘East and West’) is a reminder of the mobility of the Jewish diaspora as well as of the various historical cultural characteristics that Jewish communities developed within different social, political, and cultural frameworks, both in the ‘East’ and the ‘West’, as well as in the ‘North’ and ‘South’ of Europe and the Mediterranean. By investigating the development of the Jewish diaspora, the ways in which Jewish communities were established, their settlement, occupations, and economic activities, their cultural identities, their integration into the broad array of cities and multiple borders of social, political, and cultural contexts, the volume seeks to avoid gross generalisations about the Jewish past that ignore the class, gender and religious differences that cut across multiple Jewish communities. By highlighting the connections and relations between Jewish communities themselves, the research puts an emphasis on the diversity and the tensions that characterised the Jewish populations over time.

Nikos Papadogiannis: Efi, Leda, Polymeris and Tom have already demonstrated that historians probing social relations in Greece have moved beyond Greek exceptionalism by demystifying the wider contexts into which they situate the study of Greece. I would be slightly more optimistic than Efi about the spread of systematic transnational and comparative approaches to the social history of Greece. In terms of comparison, modern Greece has also been analysed as part of social histories of Europe authored by historians based in northern Europe. Moreover, I agree with Polymeris that transnational approaches to the social history of Greece since the 1990s have challenged the ‘backwardness’ approach that was dominant in the 1970s and 1980s. I would like to add that, in contrast to the ‘backwardness’ approach, the transnational approach no longer views the diaspora as an extension of what happened in Greece, but, rather, has illuminated occasions of cultural/ideological syncretism transpiring both in Greece and in diasporic communities due to transnational interaction. This transnational approach has become popular among historians of diverse generations and not necessarily younger ones, but also across themes and topic areas. Key examples within labour history include the work of Antonis Liakos on labour relations and politics in interwar Greece, which examines both state intervention and
the role of international organisations, and that of Lina Venturas on Greek migrants in Belgium, which demonstrates that the cultural forms they pursued should be seen as a continuum with those of indigenous populations as each affected the other. Similarly in business history, Gelina Harlaftis’s study of Greek-owned shipping probes how their activity transcended the borders of the Greek nation-state. Moreover, research on youth in Greece since the 1950s has stressed the links between local and international youth lifestyles. I would mention here the interdisciplinary volume I have co-edited with Leonidas Karakatsanis, which touches upon a hitherto under-researched topic – the study of the Left in Turkey, Greece and Cyprus since the 1960s – from a transnational and comparative perspective and includes contributions from social/cultural historians.

Thus a further definition of the ‘social’ is emerging in these transnational works: one that considers how social ties transcend national boundaries. This probing of the impact of transnational social bonds has far from exhausted its potential. For example, the relationship between labour migration (including that of subjects of Greek origin) and shifting sexual patterns in West Germany awaits examination, as Atina Grossmann aptly remarks.

Conclusions

What are your final reflections?

Leda Papastefanaki: I want to stress the need for more systematic comparative, transnational, transcontinental and entangled social histories, as well as more micro-historical approaches that open up the view from below. The shared past between Greece, Turkey and other Balkan or Mediterranean countries can facilitate these approaches and serve as a methodological point of departure for new research.

Efi Avdela: There is no doubt that Greek social history is flourishing as never before. There is a growing integration of the Greek case in European historiography. Important contributions foster transnational and entangled histories, thus offering increased visibility to Greek social history research in international fora. The contribution of scholars based abroad to these developments is important. It is unfortunate that at home this coincides with budget cuts, limited number of academic posts and severe cuts in research funding. Be that as it may,
much needs to be done, of which the most crucial is a more systematic theorising of the social.

**Polymeris Voglis:** Social historians should work in three directions. They should be more theoretically informed and should question and problematise established categories and ideas. They should also address the question of power and scrutinise the relation between the social and the political. Finally, they should address the public. In times of crisis and with the humanities targeted by neoliberalism, historians need to move outside academia and address a wider public in order to argue that history (still) matters.

**Tom Gallant:** Reflecting on our conversation here and on my experience of having worked in the field for close to forty years, I can say that the study of the social history of Greece and the Greek world has never been stronger or more vibrant. The volume and high quality of the publications appearing every year, many written by younger scholars, is truly impressive. As is the fact that many of them utilise approaches and methodologies that allow them to engage in contemporary historiography. The parochialism that dogged the field in the past is long gone. In spite of the crisis of the Humanities in higher education globally and in spite of the crippling financial crisis in Greece, history continues to attract bright young scholars, and so I remain optimistic about the future of our field.

**Nikos Papadogiannis:** Ideally, a combination of transnational history with microhistory will help produce more social histories not of Greece as a sealed container, but of Greek subjects in movement and interaction with others. Hopefully these histories will enrich understandings of social relations and cultural practices not only in Greece, but also in other countries/regions and will be seriously considered by historians of both the former and the latter.
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